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Starting with this issue of the Helvetia Herald ten issues will be published this
year. August will be the only month with out an issue, while we are all on vacation.

This is the last reminder that the 1973 dues are now payable. A good number of
our members have already sent theirs in, many months ahead of time . Thanks, fellow
collectors . If you are not already paid up you'll find a friendly note along with the
Herald, and a return envelope.

Dr. Felix Ganz reports that five initial Sales Circuits are circulating among the
membership, containing a total of 25 books or envelope of materials such as covers,
soldiers issues, tête-bêche, airmails, etc ., with a total sales value of over $1000 .00.
Returns of over $135 .00 have been made . The circuits seem to fulfill a distinct need and

members are invited to apply and submit sales books . Information is again printed in
this issue and a note from Bob Clarke about the Sales Circuit . Bob is offering Blank Sales
Circuit Books, free for the asking. Three different formats for stamp arrangement are
available: 1) 12 stamps per page, 16 pages per book. 2) 3 spaces per page for sets of
stamps in a #2 or #3 glassine envelopes, 16 pages per book . 3) One space per page, for
covers, folders, etc ., 12 pages per book.

THE SWISS-AMERICAN STAMP SOCIETY (SASS)
Sales Circuits: Manager; Felix GanzApt . 3303, 1130 S . Michigan Ave ., Chicago, Ill . 60605

The Sales Circuits have started. For those members who care to share their duplicates,
here are the basic instructions for suppliers of Sales Materials:

Materials to be circulated may be submitted in any type of book or envelope which does
not exceed 6X9 inches . It is advisable not to exceed 24 pages in a sales book for stamps,
nor to fill sales envelopes with more than 30 envelopes, post cards, etc.

The aforementioned books or envelopes may be submitted if they contain philatelic
materials concerning Switzerland, Liechtenstein, and Campione, or maritime items from
Lake Constance, etc . Stamps, letters, official mail, soldiers mail (and seals), cancel-
lations, postal forms, and postal stationery ; all are acceptable.

Each item submitted must be priced individually (unless every single piece in a book or
in an envelope is to be sold at the identical price), and a catalogue number should be
indicated, also . (Scott, Zumstein, Minkus are to be identified .)

-'he total number of items in each book or envelope must be indicated on the front of such

_tams . Blocks of four, reply cards, pairs and strips, and if priced thus, alb sets of

stamps are to be counted as a single item.

Defective items will not be accepted in circuits (and books containing such itemswill be
returned to the party submitting them) unless they are CLEARLY marked, "DAMAGED" AND
ACCORDINGLY LOW, PRICED * Maximum 15% from the actual sales will be deducted for expenses

and the SASS TREASURY .	
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WHAT IS A STAMP SALES CIRCUIT ?
or

A SHORT NOTE TO COLLECTORS WHOHAVENEVER PARTICIPATED IN ONE

by Bob Clarke

What is a stamp sales circuit? to me it is a most enjoyable means of looking at
and finding many of those elusive stamps to add to my collection . It offers me the
opportunity to critically examine each item in the quiet of my home (after the children
are in bed), something I am seldom able to do to my satisfaction at a dealer's shop.
My albums are at hand so there are no " . . .now do I have that stamp, or don't I?"
questions . There is also a relatively unhurried time for me to decide whether an
item is priced right or is too high for me to buy.

Where does the sales circuit get stamps? That's one of the niece things about a
sales circuit . All the stamps are duplicates of Society members who arrange them in small
books and price each stamp or set of stamps . These books are then sent to the Sales
Circuit Manager who groups them into individual circuits composed of 3-7 books . You
don't need to be on the receiving end of the circuit to submit stamp books for sale and,
conversely, you don't need to send in books of stamps for sale in order to receive the
circuit books.

What is required if you sign up for the sales circuit? First thing to do is to let
the Circuit Manager know the type of material that most interests you, and whether you
are a beginner, intermediate, or specialist collector . There are circuits for most all
categories . The Circuit Manager can then place your name on the most appropriate circuit
and you will have a better selection of the material you wish to see . There will besix
to eight persons on each individual circuit, so a couple of books you receive may not
be your "cup of tea" . For safety the books must be sent by insured mail (usually for$2.00
cost 60¢), parcel post, and perhaps even Special handling (cost 25¢) . Total postage cos'
are usually about $1 .25 to $1 .75 for each circuit that is received and subsequently sent
on to the next person . This expenditure, I feel, is quite moderate for an evenings'
entertainment looking at stamps, to say nothing to adding stamps to your collection at
reasonable prices . After you have made your purchases and signed your name in the blank
spaces, simply total p the number of stamps and dollar amount from each book, list this
in the back of each book, and on a separate piece of paper, write a check for the total
amount and send these to the Circuit Manager the same day that you mail the circuit books
on to the next recipient . Purchasing from the from the circuit books also saves state
sales tax . .at least as of the date of this article . .Finally, the circuit must be sent on
to the next person on the list, five days after you've received it . This requirement
helps to speed the circuit on its appointed rounds, "rain or snow", sleet and gloom of
night, not withstanding.

Perhaps I have not covered certain aspects of Stamp Sales Circuits about which you
may have a question . The SASS SALES CIRCUIT MANAGER is Dr . Felix Ganz (Apt . 3303-1130 S.
Michigan Ave ., Chicago, Ill . 60605) and he will be most happy to promptly any questions
you have . Lastly, if anyone else had written this article, prior to last November, it
would have been directed at me . That was the time I received my first Stamp Sales Circuit
through the mail . With enjoyment I received from that one and a few subsequent ones, I
can assure you that I'm a believer in stamp sales circuits as a means of both selling
duplicates and of purchasing items for my collection.

TRY THE SASS STAMP SALES CIRCUIT, you are sure to like it.

Robert T . Clarke
1973 SASS Secretary

821 Holyoke Place, Gretna, Louisiana 70053 .



POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, PartXVIII

THE SWISS NAVY (or cancellations applied in or
near Switzerland on or near bodies of water).

By Felix Ganz

This instalment could not have been written a) without relying on a new typewriter, and b) by not
using rather frequently the new Andres and Emmenegger Catalogue of Postal Markings of Switzer-

land, currently in the process of being reissued, and in it particularly Chapters or groups 87 & 88,
listed up to about 1907 and collated by A . Müller, Bern (Switzerland) with some help from this writer.
Also, some remarks are the result of new discoveries discussed in the periodical of the "Swiss Spe-
cial and Old Letters Collectors Association" (J . Bühler, editor until 1972), and a few remarks con-
cerning Swiss ships on the high seas and their mail are quoted, unfortunately without having that ar-
ticle at hand, from a short treatise on that subject, published, if memory serves right, in the Swiss
Philatelic Journal about 5 years ago.

Omissions in these forthcoming instalments are quite likely ; and it is hoped that some members
of S.A. S. S. may be able to furnish additional data where matters are incomplete or questionable.
In this connection it should be restated here that that this continuing series of articles (usually limited
to cancellations later than 1907) is intended to provoke reactions from the readership of this paper

(ranging perhaps from boredom over enthusiasm to critical annihilation) ; but unfortunately the

readership to date, i, e . of the first twenty or so instalments, has been silent either by being contented,
interested, or perhaps even less informed than the writer ; and that is unfortunate . If everyone con-

tributes just a tiny speck of information, many unclear points could be solved or eliminated.

Swiss "Ambulant" mail with postmarks began a bit before 1860 on a number of rail post offices

as well as on some lake steamer lines, with the earliest ship mark reported in . 1857 (Lake Lucerne/

Vierwaldstättersee) . On Lago Maggiore (Verbano) which is partly on Swiss territory, Italian lake
steamers marked mail they carried up and down-lake even prior to that date . Mail transportation, how-
ever, had been entrusted to captains of merchant and passenger vessels on these lakes, and on

certain navigable streams as far back as the Middle Ages, and remaining records occasionally give de-
tailed information on sailing days or hours, on special rules governing mail boats, and the like . Since

roads along many Swiss lakes were nonexistent well into the nineteenth century, lake ships often
were the only means of transportation available to passengers (local and in transit) and their goods,

as well as for freight goods and mail . This is true particularly for lakes Brienz, Thun, and Lucerne,

but even Lake Zürich had only miserable horse paths along its shores.

The following listings try to divide all "marine" or ship markings, and related matter into these

categories :
A) Actual ship post office (SPO) markings . These are known for lakes Constance (Bodensee),

Zürich, Zug, Lucerne, Thun, and Brienz . Markings known from lakes Maggiore, Geneva (Leman),
Lugano, and from certain navigable stretches of the Aare and the Rhine rivers are either of foreign

origin, or are questionable to a certain extent, as will be attempted to show below;
B) Ship cachets, usually dateless, and of fairly modern vintage;

C) Landing station (quasi "paquebot") markings from the regular post office at the end of
a lake or river steamer run, or from an office located on or near the departure pier;

D) Ship station cancellations;
E) Markings from Swiss merchant ships on the high seas and oceans ; and if desired

F) Swiss military markings related to things happening on water (motor boat units, pon-

toneers, etc.)
Lakes are taken up below one by one, with reference to the various categories applying to them :



I. Lake Brienz (Brienzersee) (Bernese Oberland, between Interlaken and Brienz, Aarevalley,

A) Only one quite scarce SPO marking (Fig.1) is known for this lake for the

period between 1893 - 1912 (please report earlier or later dates) . Value for

this cancellation is about $6 on the back of letters (transit marking), but
a stiff $20 to $50 if applied on a letter's stamp (depending on the value of

the stamp itself) . Lake Brienz' south shore for the most part and to this
day has no road at all (although a modern superhighway will slash across
hitherto unspoiled mountainsides by 1985), and all mail to the hotels at
Giessbach falls as well as to and from the village of Iseltwald on the same

shore HAD to travel by ship until a few years ago. The north shore equally

was without any road and thus dependent upon ships for passengers, freight
and mail until after World War I when the narrow gauge Brünig Pass line from Lu cern e to

Meiringen and Brienz was extended along that shore to Interlaken East terminal,necessitating
the construction of many tunnel s, avalanche walls, and dozens of bridges many of which a re

washed away year after year by violent flash floods . --- The two to four-digit number after the

date on this cancellation gives the ship's run number.

B) Since about 1935 or so, all ships used for passenger transportation on Lake Brienz (MS

Rothorn, Interlaken, and Lötschberg) have a mailbox (official, postal) on board . At the end of each

run the crew empties these boxes and cachets all deposited

	

with either adateless ship's

cachet (Fig.2) placed NEXT to the stamp and affixed in hues ranging from solid black to g ray,
violet, and blue ; or occasionally one finds instead of this dateless ship cachet the respective

ship's date strike (normally needed for tickets, daily report sheets, or freight letters)(Fig .3).

Rarely, and really unauthorizedly so, one may find the ships' date strike ON the
All mail is then taken to the post office at the end of the run,.

C) For Lake Brienz the landing station, or end run offices are either Brien z or Interlaken
(Fig.4) where such mail is either hand or machine cancelled (or rarely transshipped directly

on a waiting train where it may receive an "AMBULANT" RPO mari i

D) The only legally affixed posting mark known f o this writer is that of Iseltwald (Fig . 5) . The

ones from other towns, such as that from Interlaken Ost, ship station
(Fig.6) are favor cancellations, existing, but usually affixed to
unaddressed envelopes . Theoretically they COULD exist on genuinely

mailed covers, but are highly unlikely from such places as Niederried
Bönigen, Oberried, Ebligen, Brienz, Giessbach, or Ringgenberg .

	

(To be continued)



S T A N D I N G

	

H E L V E T I A

HOW TO DETERMINE THE PROPER PLACE IN YOUR ALBUM
FOR THE STANDING HELVETIA STAMPS, ISSUED 1882-1907

With the help of the figures and tables on

these pages, we will explain which of the 12

stamps, issued in these series we are

looking at . For your convenience, this is

described in the following steps:

1. Except for those stamps on envelopes or

cards, clean all the stamps you have in

this type from hinges, paper, etc.

2. With the help of a watermark detector

tray, sort the stamps in two groups, one

being all stamps with watermark "A" and

"B", and the others with watermark "C" .

Refer to figures 1, 2, and 3 . Watermarks

"A" and "B" are not real watermarks as we

know them since they have been impressed

after the paper was manufactured . For

convenience sake however, we will keep

calling them watermarks .

3. First we will sort out all stamps of

of group I, II and III with watermark

"A" as shown in Table 1 . Group II will

not give you any trouble to find due to

their course perforations, being 9 3/4 :9k

or, as shown under the heading "Amount

of teeth on long side" in Table 1, with

11 teeth on the long side of the stamp.

The stamps in groups I and III are accu-

rately to determine as having watermark

"A" by looking at the cancellations . If

the cancellation date is before December

1893, then the watermark is definitely

"A" since those stamps with "B" did not

come on the market before that date.

Now all there is left is counting teeth

again ; with 14 teeth you have the stamps

from group I, being 11¾ perforations,



with 13 teeth are the stamps of group

III, 11½:11 perforations . In table 2

you find paper type, year of issue and

perforations of the several groups.

4 . If you can determine whether you have

more watermarks "A" on stamps cancelled

in or after December 1893, with the help

of figures 1 and 2 and the dimension

schedule on the right of figure 3, well,

good luck . However, these dimensions are

so close together that it usually is very

hard to determine the difference between



being 11 3/4 , then the question is, does

this stamp belong to group I or VI,

disregarding the cancellation date. The

chances of finding a No . 37 stamp as to

a No . 6 stamp are 1 for every million.

Therefor we must consider this stamp to

be No . 6 . Stamp No . 37 is in the 1972

Zumstein catalog priced for Sw .Fr . 6,000.

Scott does not even mention stamp 37 as

shown in Table 3.

5 . Of the remaining groups VII through XI

with watermark "C", we have stamps with

two different kinds of paper, one group

being with white paper ; the other with

granite paper as shown in Table 2.

Granite paper has small, usually red and

blue, silk pieces mixed in the paper pulp

"A" and "B" . In case of doubt we must

therefor assume that all stamps with

cancellations of December 1893 or later

are watermark "B", to be found in

groups IV, V, and VI in Table 2.

Again, count the teeth on the long side

of the stamps to sort out the groups

IV and V . The two stamps in group VI

are an exception . The 40 rappen in

this column has a different figure 40,

called type II, as shown in figures 4

and 5 . The 3 Fr . you might find, with

14 teeth on the long side, needs some

closer inspection . If theperforations,

to be determined with a perforation

gauge, turn out to be 11½ :12, then this

stamp belongs in group V . Perforations



before fabrication . After having laid

aside all stamps with granite paper,

again we count teeth and divide the

stamps in groups VII, VIII or IX.

Group VII and IX represent a stamp not

yet found in the former groups, namely

the 25 Rappen, type II . See figures 6

and 7 for separation of the two types.

6.

	

Groups X and XI, with watermark "C"

and granite paper are last to be sorted

out, again by counting the teeth, 14

representing the 11 :12 perforation

and 13 the 11½:11 perforation.

7.

	

As additional information the following

In case perforations are given in two

figures, as 11½ :11 or 11½:12, then the

first figure represents the horizontal

perforations at top and bottom of the

stamp and the second figure represents

the vertical perforations at the two

sides of the stamp . For your conve-

nience, Table 3 was prepared to find

your stamps in the three most used

catalogs.

The above information was derived with

the help of the Zumstein, Muller and

Scott catalogs and the booklet "Schweiz —

Stehende Helvetia — Anleitung zu leichtem

Bestimmen" by Karl Hoffmann, Basel and my

own collection.

I hope that this article will give all

members many hours of happy hunting and

additional questions will happily be

answered by one of your officers .
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